Space Booking & Management

Do more with less space to
facilitate your people’s best work
A complete hybrid solution designed to help you get your teams back to the oﬃce and
fully make the most out of your spaces

Challenges
Coordinating your team’s return
Employees are desperate to get back into the
oﬃce to collaborate but companies simply don’t
know where to start.

Underused desks and rooms
Holding onto spaces employees may or may not
use is too expensive and often leads to spaces
being wasted.

No spaces to collaborate
Without the ability to book the right spaces, it’s
near impossible for your teams to achieve their
best work when collaborating together on
important projects.

Solution
Book the right spaces every time
Using the mobile app or web platform, employees
can ﬁnd where their teammates are sitting on the
interactive ﬂoorplan, book a space nearby with the
amenities they need and at any time they choose.

Eﬃcient Space Management
Employers can orchestrate the best possible
bookings layout for their spaces using
neighbourhoods to designate space for certain
teams as well as balance occupancy.

Understanding Usage
Know how your spaces are being used in real-time
and in advance so you can plan ahead and
improve employee satisfaction and experience.
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Top Features

Desk & Room booking

Oﬃce Neighborhoods

Kadence mobile app
Employees can ﬁnd, book, and reserve the
right spaces on-the-go

Add and remove available spaces
Make your oﬃce work for you by
orchestrating the best possible space
booking layout for your oﬃce

The right space with the right people
Employees can ﬁnd where their team are
sitting on the ﬂoor plan, choose the
amenities they need and book the right
spaces nearby
Plug-and-play calendar integration
Book and reserve rooms directly from
calendars and invite colleagues with just a
few clicks

Assign teams on speciﬁc days
Create speciﬁc areas for speciﬁc teams and
bring them in at any time you choose to
collaborate
Social distance desk booking
Facilitate what spaces are available to use
to keep people safe and space less
crowded

Space Usage & Analytics

People & Visitor Management

Optimize occupancy usage
Understand how your spaces are being
used so you can make the best decisions
on how they should be used

Invite visitors on-site
Book a space for yourself as well as for a
guest in seconds, and all within the same
booking ﬂow

Smart space management
Even out your bookings by making certain
spaces unavailable to book during really
busy periods

Clear view user booking status
Automatically release spaces back into the
bookings pool if a user forgot to check-in
or if they checked-out early

Predict booking behaviour
Get to know what spaces are more
popular so you know in advance how they
should be used

Balance space occupancy
Cancel and book spaces for others so you
can maintain a healthy balance of people
in your spaces
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Customer Testimonials
Great product for a
ﬂexible workforce

Return to the oﬃce with
conﬁdence

Modern solution for the
new normal

Kadence is a very intuitive app and
has an easy workﬂow for booking
spaces and knowing when
co-workers are using the space.

Kadence is really easy to use and
understand. It has enabled out team
to return to the oﬃce with
conﬁdence and clarity,

The clean user interface and overall
experience is great. Compared with
others we looked at, we felt that this
product was the best overall.

CEO, Optimization Services

Director of Finance & Operations,
Create Charity

Senior Business Analyst, FM
Conway

About
Our vision is to create a world in which every person has access to the opportunity, the tools, and the environment to
do their best work wherever they are. Now is the time for organisations to reimagine and reinvent the way they work
and seize the opportunity to create a strong people-ﬁrst culture where everyone can thrive.
We believe the way we work should lift us up, not lock us in – enabling people to ﬂourish in everything they do. That’s
why we’re building the next generation of tools for hybrid working, designed to unleash the potential of people,
powering a more positive way of getting work done.
By building the operating system for the future of work, we improve the coordination of people, time, and space to help
teams feel trusted and empowered to make the best choices about how, when, and where they get their best work
done.

Book a demo or try for free
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